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University of California - Los Angeles - The Second Campus of the University of California, was
founded in 1919. University for several years in a row has been ranked first among American
universities in the number of applications for admission. UCLA students are 45,000 people.

Campus covers the territory of more than 162 hectares in the Westwood area, in the north-west of
Los Angeles, just a few kilometers from the Pacific coast. On the territory of the campus UCLA you
can find a garden of sculptures, a number of museums and exhibitions, including the exposition of
digital arts.

7 graduates and 10 professors of UCLA became laureates of the Nobel Prize, 105 former students
or teachers - Oscar Prizes, 278 - AMMI Prize, 129 members of the professorship are members of
the American Academy of Humanitarian and Natural Sciences, the 30th Academy of Engineering.
UCLA Doctor's University with a very high level of scientific activity, its annual research costs
exceed $ 1 billion (12th place among US universities). The university is included in the so-called
public ivy group of state universities, on the prestige and quality of education that are not different
from private universities of Ivy League.

Actor Nicholas Cage, Director Francis Ford Coppola, Founder of MySpace's social network Tom
Anderson, as well as Internet Father and TCP / IP Internet Protocol Developer Vinton Surf released
from University of California - Los Angeles. Why is it worth entering UCLA?
Saturated student life - more than 1000 student clubs and organizations work in UCLA, where
students are engaged in art, music, politics, sports, technologies, etc.;
The prestigious diploma is highly valued by employers in the United States and abroad - the
university ranks 2nd in the Employment Rating of graduates according to QS rating agency.
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  Strong directions:
engineering
Information Technology and Computer Science
medicine
jurisprudence
Cinema and theater art
music


